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Inner Traditions Bear and Company. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Great
Work of the Flesh: Sexual Magic East and West, Sarane Alexandrian, Magic, almost in its entirety, is
connected to sexuality. It is through the natural magic of love that sex magic operates, harnessing
the forces that join lovers together. In this extensive study of sex magic in the Eastern and Western
Mystery traditions, Sarane Alexandrian explains how there is a sex magic connected with every
religion, spiritual belief system, and initiatory society. Exploring sexual practices in folk magic, high
magic, alchemy, and religion, the author begins with a complete overview of love magic in the
Middle Ages, including accounts of the use of potions, powders, spells, and enchantments, and he
reveals how these techniques related to the religious practices of the time. He introduces the Taoist
sexual alchemy practices of Mantak Chia, the secret tantric practices of the Tibetan bons, sexual
shiatsu, and a Vietnamese practice called "mouth moxa." Examining the sacred sexuality that
arose in Western initiatory orders in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, Alexandrian details the
development of P. B. Randolph's white sexual magic and the black sexual magic of Aleister Crowley,
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Reviews
This is the best publication we have study till now. It is writter in basic terms and not di icult to understand. I am e ortlessly will get a satisfaction of
studying a written pdf.
-- Ja sen Rober ts
These sorts of ebook is the perfect publication accessible. I really could comprehended every little thing out of this created e ebook. I am very happy to
inform you that this is basically the very best ebook i actually have study within my personal life and might be he finest pdf for ever.
-- Fa via n O 'K on
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